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California ISO’s new Daily Briefing webpage, social media account
New communication tools to improve information processes

FOLSOM, Calif. – In an effort to streamline and expand its communications, the California
Independent System Operator (ISO) has introduced two new tools: a Daily Briefing
webpage and a new Twitter feed solely dedicated to Market Notices.
The added information channels complement the ISO Daily Briefing, a once-a-day email
summarizing the day's Market Notice postings. Market participants, stakeholders, industry
observers, and members of the media can sign up for the ISO Daily Briefing by subscribing
online.
The new Daily Briefing webpage -- also valuable for market participants and the general
public -- replaces the previous “Market Notices” webpage. The new page allows users to
quickly access and view market notices up to 18 months, search by keywords and subjects,
and filter by categories. Users can also access a market notice archive.
Additionally, the ISO has created a new Twitter account – @ISOMarketNotice. The new
Twitter channel lets followers, stakeholders, and users track postings of market notices in
real-time. Each market notice tweet includes a link to the published Market Notice on the
new Daily Briefing webpage.
The ISO recently launched its Daily Briefing email, which includes a summary of the day’s
notices, website and calendar updates, posting announcements, and recent regulatory
activity. This system will eventually replace individual emails sent to subscribers. It is
designed to improve information continuity, while giving stakeholders a broader view of
topics and issues impacting the ISO.
For more information, view the Market Notice announcing the new communication
channels.
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Thanks for re-posting!

The California ISO provides open and non-discriminatory access to one of the largest power grids in the world. The vast network of
high-voltage transmission power lines is supported by a competitive energy market and comprehensive grid planning. Partnering with over a
hundred clients, the nonprofit public benefit corporation is dedicated to the continual development and reliable operation of a modern grid that
operates for the benefit of consumers. Recognizing the importance of the global climate challenge, the ISO is at the forefront of integrating
renewable power and advanced technologies that will help meet a sustainable energy future efficiently and cleanly.

